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Abstract 

 Quantitative market research models facilitate the creation of market simulators and the 

formulation of product line optimization solutions. Results from market simulators provide 

insight into how a population might respond to new product offerings, guiding decisions about 

product configuration and price. When physical product lines are created, the results from these 

simulations can also inform production and resource allocation decisions. The work presented in 

this paper highlights consequences of ignoring uncertainty associated with market-driven product 

line optimization problems, with a specific focus on parameter uncertainty. A two-objective 

optimization problem is introduced that maximizes revenue from the product line under a 

nominal model while also maximizing the worst case revenue from an uncertainty set of models. 

Here, the nominal model represents the mean of the posterior distribution of a hierarchical Bayes 

mixed logit model while the uncertainty set is represented by 800 draws from the posterior 

distribution. A third objective is also introduced that minimizes the variation of First Choice 

Share within the product line. The importance of this objective is demonstrated by illustrating the 

variation in share captured by each product when considering the models in the uncertainty set. 

This variation is discussed in the context of production and resource allocation decisions. 

 

Introduction 

Consider a manufacturer who is interested in creating a line of products for a heterogeneous 

market. The decision (design) variables for such a problem are product content (configuration) 

and product price. Configuration and pricing decisions can be informed by a market simulator 

that becomes the engine driving the product line optimization problem. Strategies for 

formulating and solving product line optimization problems have been presented at previous 

Sawtooth Software conferences [1–4], and even more references can be found in the literature 

[5–8]. These works have also shown that product line optimization problems are challenging for 

even modern optimization algorithms because they have large design spaces (billions or more 

possible combinations) and gradient-based optimization techniques cannot be used because of 

mixed-integer problem formulations. 

The business objective for product line optimization problems is often revenue maximization, 

but the value of using objectives related to share of preference, profit, and commonality has also 

been demonstrated [4]. Once a solution has been found, decisions are made about product 

configuration, price, and production quantities. These outcomes are significant; manufacturers 

must order parts, design and construct assembly lines, and negotiate for shelf space. As noted by 

Bertsimas and Misic, product production decisions are both infrequent and require a commitment 

of manufacturer resources in a way that “cannot be easily reversed or corrected” [9]. 

There are many sources of uncertainty that, if not considered when solving the optimization 

problem, can translate to product line solutions with disastrous market performance. As 

discussed in [9], at least two forms of uncertainty can be associated with the choice model: 

structural and parameter. Structural uncertainty can be thought of as demand model 

misspecification [10–12]. Parameter uncertainty is related to the model parameter estimates – 

including, but not limited to, part-worth values and segment probabilities. Additionally, 
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uncertainty exists when considering competitor product configurations and prices, and the 

manufacturer’s own product attributes and component costs. In this paper, the focus is on the 

uncertainty in parameter estimates. 

Optimization studies utilizing a single set of part-worth coefficient point estimates per 

respondent (such as the mean of the lower-level posterior distribution in a hierarchical Bayes 

mixed logit model) benefit from reduced computational cost. However, they neglect how the 

reported objective function is impacted by parameter uncertainty. Recognizing the potential 

hazards of using a single set of point estimates when simulating market behavior, especially if 

used to inform resource allocation decisions, researchers have proposed simulation strategies 

using draws from the posterior distribution, randomized first choice [13], interval variables, and 

moment estimation.  

Building on these efforts, a robust revenue optimization approach has been introduced by 

Bertsimas and Misic that maximizes the worst case revenue of the product line under 

uncertainty. The work in this paper expands on their approach by reformulating the optimization 

problem as one with multiple objectives. The first objective maximizes overall revenue given a 

“nominal” model, while the second objective maximizes worst case revenue from an uncertainty 

set (of models). Realizing that the solution will also drive product inventory and manufacturing 

decisions, this paper introduces a third objective that considers the variation in choice amongst 

the products within the product line. 

The approach presented in this paper is important because it highlights the value forfeited 

when uncertainty is ignored in product line optimization problems. By reformulating the 

optimization problem with multiple objectives, a decision maker can develop a richer 

understanding of the tradeoffs (and risk) associated with different product line solutions. This 

work also demonstrates the inherent value of quantitative market research models and market 

simulators throughout the many stages of the design process. 

 

Description of relevant literature 

The papers listed in Table 1 provide a representation of how uncertainty has been addressed 

in recent product design literature. As stated in the previous section, these methods use draws 

from a posterior distribution, interval variables, or moment estimation.  

Camm et al. [14] and Wang et al. [7] use samples from the posterior distribution and 

introduce post-optimality robustness tests that assess the negative impact of part-worth 

uncertainty. In [14], individual draws are used so that the deterministic optimization problem can 

be repeatedly solved. The optimal product configuration was also found using part-worth 

coefficient point estimates. Resultant solutions were then compared, and the product 

configuration that maximized first choice share (FCS) when using point estimates aligned with 

only 23.5% of the random draw solutions. Wang et al. [7] implemented a sample average 

approximation method using stochastic discrete optimization [15]. Parameter uncertainty was 

modeled by pulling multiple draws from a respondent’s posterior distribution. Each draw was 

then treated as a separate respondent, and the product line was optimized. Results from this study 

showed that as the sampling of the posterior distribution increased, the number of optimal 

products reduced.  

Wang and Curry [16], Luo et al. [17], and Besharati et al. [18] defined part-worths using 

interval variables and investigated the best and worst cases of product utility. Wang and Curry 

[16] studied robustness in the share-of-choice problem by assuming that individual preferences 

were bounded, independent, and symmetric. Also, the covariance matrix for individual level 
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part-worths was assumed to have a diagonal form, preventing correlation among product 

features. Luo et al. [17] and Besharati et al. [18] used segment-level part-worth confidence 

intervals and calculated the lower and upper bounds of product utility. Both studies only 

considered the design of a single product (rather than a line) but considered multiple design 

objectives; namely, maximizing the share of preference using the nominal model, minimizing 

variation in share of preference, and minimizing the worst case performance. Resende et al. [19] 

advanced these studies by considering a profit objective and estimated the first and second 

moments of the objective function by applying the delta method [20]. A closed-form solution 

was then introduced using a Taylor series expansion when considering a multinomial logit model 

at a pre-specified risk level. 

 

Table 1. Recent literature considering parameter uncertainty  

when using market research models in product (line) optimization. 

Reference  

Method to treat 

uncertainty in discrete 

choice methods 

 Design problem  
Design 

variables 
 Design objective 

Camm et al. 

[14] 
 

Samples from posterior 

distribution 
 A single product   

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 Maximize FCS 

Wang and 

Curry [16] 
 

Manual definition of  

part-worth intervals 
 A single product   

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 Maximize FCS 

Luo et al. 

[17] 
 

Interval estimates of  

part-worths using 95% 

confidence levels 

 A single product   

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 

Maximize nominal SOP, 

Minimize SOP variance, 

Minimize worst-case 

performance 

Besharati et 

al. [18] 
 

Interval estimates of  

part-worths using 95% 

confidence levels 

 A single product   

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 

Maximize nominal SOP, 

Minimize SOP variance, 

Maximize engineering 

design performance 

Resende et 

al. [19] 
 

Moment estimation of 

market share based on 

continuous probability 

function of part-worths 

 A single product  

Continuous 

product 

attributes 

 
Maximize profit at specified 

downside risk tolerance 

Wang et al. 

[7] 
 

Samples from posterior 

distribution 
 Product line  

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 Maximize FCS 

Bertsimas 

and Misic 

[9] 

 
Samples from posterior 

distribution  
 Product line  

Discrete 

product 

attributes 

 
Maximize worst-case 

expected revenue 

FCS: First Choice Share    SOP: Share of Preference 
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The recent publication by Bertsimas and Misic [9] most directly motivates the work in this 

paper. Product line robustness is explored by formulating an optimization problem that 

maximizes worst-case expected revenue over an uncertainty set, as shown in Equation 1. 

 

max
𝑆⊆{1,…,𝑁}:|𝑆|=𝑃

𝑅(𝑆; ℳ)     (1) 

 

In this equation, 𝑅 is revenue, 𝑆 is a product line comprised of 𝑃 products, and ℳ is a set of 

choice models that account for parametric and structural uncertainty. Parametric uncertainty is 

considered for both the hierarchical Bayes mixed logit and latent class multinomial logit models. 

Structural uncertainty is represented in the latent class model by varying the number of 

segments.  

 The worst-case expected revenue for a product line is given by Equation 2, where �̃� 

represents the choice model associated with the lowest expected per-customer revenue. 

Simulation results found that product line solutions that did not account for uncertainty 

experienced worst case losses as high as 23%. Conversely, a robust solution, using the 

formulations in Equations 1 and 2 could outperform a nominal solution (where it is assumed that 

the choice model is known precisely when the product line is optimized) by up to 14%. 

 

𝑅(𝑆; ℳ) = min
�̃�∈ℳ

𝑅(𝑆; �̃�)     (2) 

 

It is also discussed in [9] that the optimization problem given by Equation 1 may be overly 

conservative; that is, the perceived impact of uncertainty is dependent on how closely the 

uncertainty set ℳ describes the consumer population. A constrained optimization problem 

formulation is presented that maximizes revenue using a nominal choice model while 

constraining worst-case revenue to a predefined amount, as in Equation 3. 

 
max

𝑆⊆{1,…,𝑁}:|𝑆|=𝑃
𝑅(𝑆; 𝑚)  

 (3) 

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜:  𝑅(𝑆; ℳ) ≥ 𝑅  

 

This formulation requires accommodating a constraint violation in the fitness function 

(making the optimization more challenging) and an “educated” approximation of the threshold 

for worst case revenue, 𝑅. While a weighted-sum objective is also discussed that trades the 

performance of nominal and worst-case solutions, weighted-sum formulations have noted 

limitations [21].  

Rather than pursue a weighted sum strategy, this paper introduces a multiobjective problem 

formulation that provides computational savings (in that the Pareto efficient frontier is found in a 

single optimization run) while allowing the tradeoff between nominal and worst-case revenue to 

be explored. Additionally, the problem formulations listed in Equations 1-3 model the impact of 

parameter (and/or structural) choice model uncertainty for the entire line. Changes in revenue 

represent consumers moving from a product offered by the firm to one that is offered by a 

competitor (or vice versa). 

These works do not consider the ramifications of a choice model that reflects attributes of a 

product that will be physically manufactured, distributed, and sold. While revenue of the product 
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line is still a driving business objective, the distribution of sales within the product line will 

dictate the allocation of resources to inventory and manufacturing. It would be expected that 

uncertainty in the choice model would cause variation in choice amongst the products within the 

line. A firm looking for a robust product design strategy would also want to minimize the 

variation in individual product share. Therefore, as part of this work a third objective is 

introduced that minimizes the variation in choice amongst the products within the product line. 

 

Exploring solution performance variation when using samples of the posterior distribution 

 Previous work presented at the Sawtooth Software conference discussed the advantages of 

using a multiobjective optimization formulation for product line design problems. Often, 

however, the simulations driving the optimization use the mean of the posterior distribution from 

a hierarchical Bayes mixed logit model. This raises a concern when thinking about uncertainty in 

product line design problems – while the mean of the posterior distribution provides a Pareto 

efficient frontier, as shown in Figure 1, how large is the “scatter” around each Pareto point when 

plotting a subset of the draws used to arrive at the posterior mean?  

 This exploration began by using a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to solve a 

product line design problem with two objectives. Part-worth estimates for 205 respondents were 

found using Sawtooth Software’s CBC/HB module [22]. 800 draws of the lower-level posterior 

distribution were saved (e.g. 800 draws per respondent) and then used in a market simulator. The 

modeled objectives were maximizing the average of first choice share (in percent) and the 

average of profit per respondent obtained by the line (in dollars). It was confirmed that the 

average of the part-worths across the 800 draws matched the reported mean of the posterior 

distribution. A first choice rule was used, and the design problem consisted of 5 products, each 

with 7 configuration variables. The price for each product was set a continuous variables 

bounded between a lower and upper bound, resulting in a mixed-integer problem formulation of 

2 objectives and 40 total design variables.  

 

  
Figure 1. Pareto frontier obtained when using the average of 800 draws per respondent of a HB-

ML model. A first choice rule was used to model respondent choice. 
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 The genetic search converged within 300 generations, and 422 non-dominated solutions were 

identified. Product configurations and prices were recorded for each solution. From these 422 

solutions there were 78 unique product line configuration combinations. The remaining solutions 

were non-unique in that they were priced differently from another product line with a similar 

content configuration. Four of these solutions were then chosen for further analysis. Two of the 

solutions were chosen near the extremities of the identified Pareto frontier. The configuration 

and prices associated with these solutions are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The other two were 

selected near the “knee” of the Pareto frontier.  

 Multiple product configurations are needed because customer preferences are heterogeneous 

and competition exists from the outside good and competitor products that were included in the 

market simulator. When maximizing a share objective, as shown in Table 1, an optimization 

algorithm will often drive product prices to their lower bound (for this problem, $52). Because a 

first choice rule is used, the optimal price for all products does not need to be at this value. 

Rather, they need to be at a price that does not trigger the change in binary outcome (chosen / 

not-chosen). 

 
Table 1. Product configuration and pricing when maximizing the objective of  

average First Choice Share. 

Product Att1 Att2 Att3 Att4 Att5 Att6 Att7 Price 
Avg. First Choice Share 

captured by each product 

P1 8 8 3 6 8 6 3 $52 28.75% 

P2 8 5 3 4 4 3 4 $52 36.55% 

P3 8 8 3 4 6 8 4 $180.50 19.66% 

P4 8 5 3 4 6 3 3 $209.03 7.33% 

P5 5 8 3 6 8 1 3 $499.07 5.07% 

  

 Maximizing the average profit per respondent requires increasing the average price of the 

product line. As shown in Table 2, the low-end products found in Table 1 have been replaced 

with products priced around $200. These products will capture a majority of the share within the 

line, but the solution trades a reduction in market share for increased profit.  

 
Table 2. Product configuration and pricing when maximizing the objective of  

average profit per respondent. 

Product Att1 Att2 Att3 Att4 Att5 Att6 Att7 Price 
Avg. First Choice Share 

captured by each product 

P1 8 5 3 4 2 3 4 $202.03 22.38% 

P2 8 5 3 4 2 3 3 $203.13 21.29% 

P3 8 8 3 4 5 8 4 $434.10 13.59% 

P4 8 8 3 6 8 6 3 $458.87 8.73% 

P5 5 8 3 6 8 1 4 $512.88 9.78% 

 

 For the four solutions identified, the performance (average First Choice Share, average profit 

per respondent) of all 800 draws is shown in Figure 2. A 95% confidence interval ellipse is also 

shown for each solution. Immediate observations from this figure include that the confidence 

ellipse for the maximum share solution (red) has a smaller major axis than the maximum profit 

solution (green). The smaller major axis for the maximum share solution is likely due to the 

lower price of the first two products. These products do not make money, rather they provide a 
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buffer against part-worth variations – they capture a large amount of share and the small 

variations associated with the draws do not change this outcome. Conversely, the minor axis for 

the maximum share solution is larger than the maximum profit solution.  

 

 
Figure 2. A plot demonstrating the scatter of performance values associated with the 800 draws 

per respondent from four product line solutions. 

  

 The solutions near the knee of the Pareto frontier were chosen because they highlight another 

challenge presented by uncertainty analysis. Dominance between two designs is no longer 

determined using a single set of performance values {F1,F2,…,Fn}. Rather, an overlap of 

confidence intervals opens the possibility for strict dominance to not be maintained. While there 

has been work on multiobjective optimization algorithms capable of handling uncertainty [23], 

further studies are needed so that the ramifications for market-driven product design can be 

better understood.  

 

Creating a multiobjective problem formulation for robust product line design 

 Parameter uncertainty was shown to have an effect when considering problem formulations 

driven by two different business objectives; variations of maximizing share and maximizing 

profit. As previously discussed, Bertsimas and Misic proposed a problem formulation for robust 

problem line optimization that maximizes the worst case expected revenue given an uncertainty 

set (Equations 1 and 2). They also discuss how this problem statement could be reformulated to 

maximize revenue around a nominal choice model subject to maintaining a revenue that is no 

lower than some predefined amount (Equation 3). Yet, it is challenging to define this amount a 

priori, and constraints increase the difficulty of creating an effective fitness function. 

 Such challenges can be overcome by reformulating the constraint-based problem described in 

Equation 3 as a multiobjective optimization problem. This formulation is constructed around a 
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nominal model (𝑚). For the purpose of this exploration, the mean of the posterior distribution 

was used as the nominal model because it corresponds to the part-worth values used in previous 

market simulator implementations. The uncertainty set (ℳ) consisted of the mean of the 

posterior distribution and the 800 draws (a subset of the total draws) saved from estimating the 

posterior distribution. The lower bound on product price was also redefined. Price was set at 

125% of product cost, plus a constant value that was consistent across all products offered by the 

manufacturer. The objectives for the optimization were defined as maximizing the revenue per 

respondent (in dollars) and maximizing the worst case revenue across the uncertainty set, per 

respondent (in dollars). It should be noted that this is different than the formulation proposed by 

Bertsimas and Misic who use worst case expected revenue. This formulation for objective F2 is 

heavily weighted toward the worst case scenario, and the full formulation is given by Equation 4.  

 
Nominal model = Mean of the posterior distribution 

 

Uncertainty set = 800 draws (per respondent) from the, and the mean of the,                 

                             posterior distribution 

 

Product price = 1.25*Product cost + $52 

Number of products = 5 (with 7 configuration variables each) 

 

Use a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to solve: 

     Maximize: F1 = Revenue per respondent using the nominal model (in $) 

     Maximize: F2 = Worst case revenue from uncertainty set, per respondent (in $) 

(4) 

 

 The problem statement given by Equation 4 was optimized using a multiobjective genetic 

algorithm. Because product price was now a function of configuration cost, the number of unique 

solutions decreased. As shown in Figure 3, 8 unique product line configurations were identified 

as Pareto optimal points. Solutions in the upper right corner of the graph are preferred, as they 

maximize both revenue in the nominal model and the worst case revenue from the uncertainty 

set. Numerical results for these 8 solutions are presented in Table 3. In this table the maximum 

revenue per respondent is presented when using the mean of the posterior distribution (the 

nominal model). The worst case revenue, mean revenue, and the largest revenue, recorded from 

the 800 draws of the posterior distribution are also presented for each solution. 
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Figure 3. Pareto frontier when maximizing revenue per respondent under the nominal model and 

maximizing worst case revenue from the uncertainty set. 

 

 

Table 3. Revenue values for the eight Pareto frontier solutions determined using the 

nominal model and the uncertainty set. 

Solution 

Maximum revenue per 

respondent calculated from 

mean of posterior distribution 

Revenue per respondent calculated from 

samples of the posterior distribution 

Minimum 

(worst case) 
Mean Maximum 

A $193.13 $162.81 $183.30 $208.17 

B $193.14 $159.78 $185.49 $211.19 

C $193.32 $159.52 $185.08 $211.30 

D $198.24 $159.49 $186.50 $211.44 

E $198.41 $154.99 $179.41 $203.64 

F $199.71 $152.29 $180.59 $207.41 

G $200.17 $150.27 $181.98 $208.79 

H $201.32 $147.96 $180.75 $211.15 
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The samples from the posterior distribution can also be used to create a probability density 

solution. Two of these distributions are shown in Figure 4. By moving from left to right in Figure 

3, the worst case revenue decreases. Figure 4 illustrates that in the presence of parameter 

uncertainty a solution designed around the criterion of maximizing worst case revenue has 

opportunities to outperform a solution purely designed for maximum revenue. This creates a 

scenario where a decision maker must define the level of risk they are willing to adopt. Existing 

engineering design tools for concept selection provide insight into how such decisions can be 

made using utility theory and hypothetical alternatives [24]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Probability density plot for solutions that maximize revenue (solid) and maximize worst 

case revenue (dashed). 

At the suggestion of Bryan Orme, the revenue over the 800 draws were examined. The 

concern was that an outlier would make a worst-case revenue objective too aggressive. While all 

revenue values were found to be within 3.5 standard deviations of the mean, the lack of outliers 

does not eliminate the significance of this concern. A more effective strategy for this objective 

may involve defining a worst-case revenue percentile the decision maker is willing to accept. For 

the eight solutions found in this study, changing from worst case revenue to revenue at the 1st or 

5th percentiles can cause solutions to become dominated. Here, Solution B would dominate 

Solution A, removing A as a Pareto point and preventing it from ever being chosen. The worst 

case revenue, and the revenue at the 1st and 5th percentiles, for each solution are shown in Table 

4.  

 
Table 4. Revenue values for the eight Pareto solutions when considering  

worst case revenue, 1st percentile revenue, and 5th percentile revenue.  

Solution Worst case revenue 1st percentile revenue 5th percentile revenue 

A $162.81 $163.96 $168.32 

B $159.78 $165.25 $170.04 

C $159.52 $165.26 $169.83 

D $159.49 $164.60 $171.10 

E $154.99 $155.84 $164.65 

F $152.29 $159.27 $165.73 

G $150.27 $159.00 $164.80 

H $147.96 $154.43 $163.06 
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Concerns about the effect of parameter uncertainty on business objectives aligned with 

revenue motivated further analysis. If the uncertainty set could be used as a means of 

determining worst-case revenue, then the uncertainty set could also be used to explore variations 

of first choice share within a product line. Uncertainty analysis conducted this way provides a 

product line perspective that has not been discussed in the literature, and is discussed in the next 

section. 

  

Exploring the effect of parameter uncertainty from a product share perspective 

 Additional motivation for exploring the effect of parameter uncertainty from a product share 

perspective is shown in Figure 5. Consider a scenario where the manufacturer has decided to 

offer three products. These products compete in a market against three competitor products and 

an outside good. Now, consider a single respondent making a choice in this market. Their 

selection is modeled using a first choice decision rule. For a given draw from the posterior 

distribution (let us call it Draw A), results from the market simulator indicate that the respondent 

selects the first of the three products offered by the manufacturer. Since a first choice rule is 

being used, choice is fully assigned to a single product. 

 The uncertainty set discussed in the previous section was comprised of a set of draws from 

the posterior distribution. If another draw is considered (we will call this one Draw B), the results 

from the market simulator indicate that the same respondent has now chosen the second of the 

firm’s three offerings. From the share perspective of a product line, nothing has changed; the 

effect of uncertainty would be unobservable. Yet, from a product manufacturing and component 

inventory perspective, the change in respondent choice is significant. While the first choice share 

for this respondent at the product line level remains consistent at 100%, the deviation of share 

within the product line is also 100% (going from the first offering to the second offering).   

 

 

Figure 5. Representative example demonstrating how parameter uncertainty  

can be unobservable at the product line level, while having significant impact 

 at the product share level. 

 

 This led to a question that motivated the second half of this work – how big of an issue is 

parameter uncertainty when making resource and production allocation decisions? As an initial 

exploration, the variability in product share was examined for Solution A from Figure 3. 

Observations for First Choice Share within the product line were taken over the 800 draws from 

the posterior distribution. A summary of these observations are reported in Table 5. Reported 

values include the First Choice Share of each product in the line from the nominal model (the 

mean of the posterior distribution) and the mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum 

values of first choice share distribution from the 800 draws.  

 The significance of parameter uncertainty when making configuration and pricing decisions 

is demonstrated by the misalignment of within line share distribution between the nominal model 

and the uncertainty set. First, there is a difference in the mean values of First Choice Share 
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between the nominal model and the uncertainty set. Perhaps more important is the range between 

minimum and maximum percent distribution of First Choice Share. The density plot for Product 

1’s First Choice Share is shown for the uncertainty set in Figure 6. In the next section, a problem 

formulation strategy designed to reduce the width of this distribution is introduced. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of First Choice Share for products within a product line solution. 

Results for both the nominal model and the uncertainty set are reported. 

Product within the 

line 

Percent distribution of within line First Choice Share (in %) 

Model: Mean of 

the posterior 

distribution 

Model: Uncertainty set 

  Min Max 

Product 1 13.01 16.90 4.54 5.34 31.03 

Product 2 9.59 12.25 3.45 2.92 21.43 

Product 3 12.33 15.04 4.23 5.17 27.52 

Product 4 43.15 34.77 4.97 20.97 45.65 

Product 5 21.92 21.04 4.59 9.72 32.79 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Density plot of First Choice Share distribution for Product 1  

using the uncertainty set. 

 

Building variation in product share from model uncertainty into the problem formulation 

 We build on the results presented in the previous section by further exploring how 

Respondent #1’s product selection changes over the 800 draws from the posterior distribution. A 

bar chart showing choice rule outcomes is shown in Figure 7. Using the nominal model of the 

mean of the posterior distribution, the choice rule results in a selection of Product 1 from the 

firm. For approximately 300 of the 800 draws, this choice rule result is also obtained. Less than 
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100 of the draws divert share from the firm to the competitor products or the outside good. 

Rather, over half of the draws from the posterior distribution maintain firm-level share while 

diverting product share, with most of the share going to Products 4 and 5.  

 

 

Figure 7. First choice rule results for Respondent #1 using the uncertainty set.  

Under the nominal model this respondent’s first choice was Product 1. 

  

 These results support the argument that a robust product line solution should be one that 

captures maximum market share with minimal variability, while also minimizing the variation in 

product share. A first thought was to develop a metric that quantified choice consistency so that 

it could be incorporated into a multiobjective problem formulation. This metric, as shown in 

Equation 5, calculates the average number of choice inconsistencies per respondent. Here, N is 

the number of respondents who chose one of the firm’s products using the first choice rule and 

the mean of the posterior distribution. R is the number of draws (for this problem 800).  

 As shown in Figure 8, the mean of the posterior distribution is used as the “truth” for each 

respondent. The results of the first choice rule using these point-estimates are then compared 

against the market simulator results for all 800 draws. For cases where the choice rule outcome 

between the nominal model and one of the draws of the uncertainty set align, the indicator 

function is 0. When the outcome of the choice rule between the nominal and uncertainty model 

are different, the indicator function is 1.  

 

𝐴𝐶𝐼 ≡ 𝑃[𝒄 ∉ Ω𝑃𝐿,𝐷] =
1

𝑁
∑ ∑ 𝐼CF

𝑛,𝑟(𝒄𝒏,𝒓)

𝑅

𝑟=1

𝑁

𝑛=1

 (5) 

 

 The introduction of Equation 5 allows for the formulation of a three-objective optimization 

problem. This problem, shown in Equation 6, builds on the previous formulation with the 

additional goal of minimizing the average number of choice inconsistencies per respondent. 318 

unique solutions were found using this optimization problem. As might be expected, the design 

solutions found to be most robust from choice inconsistencies performed poorly on revenue 
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objectives. A two-dimensional scatterplot is shown in Figure 9 that illustrates the tradeoff 

between revenue per respondent and average choice inconsistencies per respondent. Solutions 

that reduce choice inconsistencies lead to product line solutions that generate minimal revenue. 

 

 
Figure 8. Representation of choice consistency failure when considering multiple draws. The first 

choice decision under the nominal model is used as the reference. 

 
Nominal model = Mean of the posterior distribution 

 

Uncertainty set = 800 draws (per respondent) from the, and the mean of the,                 

                             posterior distribution 

 

Product price = 1.25*Product cost + $52 

Number of products = 5 (with 7 configuration variables each) 

 

Use a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to solve: 

     Maximize: F1 = Revenue per respondent (in $) 

     Maximize: F2 = Worst case revenue from uncertainty set, per respondent (in $) 

Minimize: F3 = Variation in choice when considering the uncertainty set 

(6) 
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Figure 9. Scatterplot of the optimal designs generated for the  

three-objective problem formulation. As average choice inconsistencies  

decrease, so too does the revenue generated by the line. 

 

 

Reformulating the optimization problem for market-level behavior 

 The solutions shown in Figure 9 are based on the concept that choice inconsistencies should 

be minimized for each respondent. Yet, this formulation may not reflect the actual goal. The 

thought of reformulating the third objective was inspired by Chris Chapman’s paper at the 2013 

Sawtooth Software conference [25]. In this paper, Chris discussed how the results of a market 

simulator were not intended to focus on the behavior of an individual respondent, but the overall 

response of the market as a whole.  

 This led to a realization; choice inconsistencies at the respondent level could cancel each 

other out, but this was not accounted for in Equation 5. Rather, this outcome was being penalized 

twice. The choice inconsistency formulation shown in Equation 5 was then replaced with a 

variation in First Choice Share (FCS) calculation shown in Equation 7. Here, n represents the 

number of products being developed by the manufacturer. The first choice share is calculated for 

each product using the nominal model. The difference between the FCS from the nominal model 

and the mean FCS obtained from the uncertainty set is then determined. This result is squared 

and multiplied by a weighting factor wi. Weighting factors are bounded between 0 and 1, and the 

sum of the weighting factors must equal 1. While the weighting factors for most problems may 

be equal, the weight in FCS deviation can be increased for a particular product when it has 

configuration parameters specific to it. For example, a single product in the line may use a 

unique engine type, or a particular material, that could not be used on other products in the line if 

manufacturing numbers are adjusted. Equation 7 is then used in the reformulated three-objective 

optimization problem shown in Equation 8. 
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√∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝐹𝐶𝑆(𝑖)𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 − 𝜇(𝐹𝐶𝑆(𝑖))𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑡)
2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

∑ 𝑤𝑖 = 1 

 

0 ≤ 𝑤𝑖 ≤ 1 

(7) 

 

 
Nominal model = Mean of the posterior distribution 

 

Uncertainty set = 800 draws (per respondent) from the, and the mean of the,                 

                             posterior distribution 

 

Product price = 1.25*Product cost + $52 

Number of products = 5 (with 7 configuration variables each) 

 

Use a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to solve: 

     Maximize: F1 = Revenue per respondent (in $) 

     Maximize: F2 = Worst case revenue from uncertainty set, per respondent (in $) 

Minimize: F3 = Variation in First Choice Share distribution (in %) 

(8) 

 

 Solving this optimization problem allows for the simultaneous consideration of business and 

manufacturing tradeoffs in the presence of parameter uncertainty. As shown in Figure 10, a 

decision maker can identify that the product line solution with the maximum worst case revenue 

also has one of the highest variations in first choice share distribution. Multi-attribute decision 

making tools can be used when selecting a final solution from this set of non-dominated product 

lines. A solution has been identified in Figure 10 that reduces the variation in first choice share 

distributions to under 4% for the product line that lies near the efficient frontier for the tradeoff 

between average revenue per respondent (from the nominal model) and the average worst case 

revenue per respondent (from the uncertainty set).  
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Figure 10. Scatterplot of the reformulated three-objective problem. Here, the colorbar represents 

the variation in First Choice Share distribution of products within the line. 

 

 The configurations for this product line are shown in Table 6. Some commonality is observed 

in this solution – all products use configuration level 3 for the third attribute, only levels 5 and 8 

are used for the second attribute, etc. Commonality reduces the concern associated with variation 

in first choice share caused by parameter uncertainty. However, for the sixth product attribute, 

four different configuration levels compose the product line solution. As part of future work, the 

weighting term in Equation 7 could be scaled as a function of the number of unique components 

used in a particular product. This would enforce greater consistency for those components that 

must be purchased for only a single product. Developing a greater understanding of how 

variation in first choice share distribution impacts inventory and supply chain decisions could 

reduce negative business outcomes caused by parameter uncertainty. 

 
Table 6. Product line configuration profile for the solution identified in Figure 10. 

Product Att1 Att2 Att3 Att4 Att5 Att6 Att7 

P1 4 8 3 6 7 1 4 

P2 5 5 3 4 2 3 4 

P3 8 5 3 6 5 4 3 

P4 8 8 3 3 2 3 4 

P5 8 8 3 4 5 8 3 
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Conclusions and future work 
 Market simulators created from estimates of customer preference are powerful tools for 

exploring market response to new product offerings. When heterogeneity is represented using a 

hierarchical Bayes mixed logit model, the most basic market simulators will use part-worth 

values for each respondent associated with the mean of the lower-level posterior distribution. 

This choice is made because it reduces computational complexity, allowing for faster simulations 

and reduced cost when optimizing a product line. However, a failure to account for uncertainty 

can undermine these computational advantages and result in product configuration and pricing 

decisions that forfeit value. 

 The simulations presented in this paper demonstrate the importance of accounting for 

uncertainty when conducting market simulations. Parameter uncertainty was addressed by 

considering 800 draws saved from the lower-level posterior distribution of a hierarchical Bayes 

mixed logit model. For a multiobjective optimization problem of share versus profit, four 

locations of the Pareto frontier were explored. As more weight is placed on the profit objective, 

the major axis of the confidence ellipse grew (meaning more scatter in the predicted share of the 

product line over the 800 draws). Conversely, the minor axis of the confidence ellipse shrunk, 

leading to less scatter on the profit objective. Comments have been made at previous Sawtooth 

Software conferences about the possibility of an overstated variance for uncertainty when 

simulating from draws obtained from the lower-level posterior distribution. Simulating from the 

upper-level model may provide a more accurate uncertainty representation, though lower-level 

models have been shown to reflect respondent heterogeneity for product line problems. 

Exploring how information from both the upper- and lower-level models can be used is an 

opportunity for future work. 

 Attention then turned to an optimization problem that maximized the revenue generated by a 

product line. Here, the mean of the posterior distribution was used as the basis for a nominal 

model. This mean value from the lower-level HB model and the 800 draws from the posterior 

distribution were combined to create an uncertainty set of models. A multiobjective optimization 

problem was formulated that maximized revenue under the nominal model while simultaneously 

maximizing worst case revenue from the uncertainty set. By looking at worst case revenue from 

an entire set of models, an effective “lower bound” for revenue could be determined for each 

product line solution. 

 There are interesting challenges raised by this problem formulation. The problem formulation 

given by Equation 4 considers a worst case scenario. Outliers may drive the optimization result, 

and the decision to define a percentile threshold may be more effective. As the paper’s discussant 

at the conference, Mark Beltramo noted that maximizing worst-case revenue amounts to 

maximizing revenue from a small quantile of the distribution, corresponding to a decision maker 

that is extremely risk averse. Because optimizing the nominal model provided a biased estimate 

for maximum revenue compared to the average revenue over the uncertainty set, he continued by 

proposing a problem formulation where the first objective maximized average revenue per 

respondent over the uncertainty set (expected return), while the second objective maximized 

average revenue per respondent minus the kth quantile over the draws (risk). Since robust product 

line design is similar in concept to balancing risk and return in a stock portfolio [26], he 

suggested that the 5th percentile may be considered for k to align with common practice in 

finance. Finally, the composition of the uncertainty set could be further explored. All draws that 

were saved from the posterior distribution are considered to have equal value, though it may be 

true that some are closer to resembling true market behavior.  
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 A significant contribution of this paper is the introduction of a third objective that aligns with 

the resource and production allocation decisions discussed by Bertsimas and Misic. The 

introduction of a third objective began with a measure of choice inconsistency within a product 

line that was measured at the respondent level. However, individual respondent choice may not 

be the appropriate concern. This third objective was reformulated to minimize the variation in 

First Choice Share for each product in the line. The two measures used were the within-line First 

Choice Share from the nominal model and the average within-line First Choice Share from the 

uncertainty set. By adding a third objective, solutions can be found that balance revenue 

uncertainty at the product line level while providing insight into the extent that the choice of 

individual products varies. This information is significant because it can be used to identify how 

parameter uncertainty within the market simulator might impact component ordering and 

production decisions that need to be made by a manufacturer. The discussant noted that expected 

holding costs increase with variance of demand, and a formulation of the third objective that 

minimized a weighted sum of the variances of the individual product choice shares could be 

used. Such considerations have been unexplored using market simulators, and this formulation 

presents significant opportunities for the use of quantitative market research models when 

designing products that are physically produced. 

 While some opportunities for future work have already been discussed, it is important to note 

that the results presented in this paper only consider model parameter uncertainty. Structural 

uncertainty has been discussed in the literature, though it was not addressed in this paper. 

Further, the incorporation of uncertainty into market simulators can include uncertainty related to 

the product attributes used by the firm, component costs, and the attributes and prices of 

competitor products. Incorporating these additional uncertainties will increase the computational 

expense of a simulation. Yet, the potential hazard of ignoring uncertainty in market simulators 

can lead to configuration and pricing decisions that forfeit value and can result in resource 

allocation decisions that cannot be easily reversed or corrected. 
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